
Commanding position in Castlecrag
32 Sunnyside Crescent
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Designed with style and simplicity for entertaining and 
family lifestyle, this wonderful 4-bedroom home fi ts the brief 
perfectly to achieve the epitome of lower North Shore living.

Inviting in style with tremendous street appeal, the home 
has a key focal point - the stunning, private terraced pool 
area in peak position elevated above the road soaks up 
light, breeze and inspiring horizon views with sunsets 
over the valley while melding seamlessly with the covered 
terrace and open plan living. Fastidious fi nishes, with 
professional landscaping and lighting for enjoyment day or 
night – get ready to party or simply relax and escape.

Immensely appealing with eye catching façade, the 
contemporary home stands like an elegant sentinel on 
the high side of the street - a sleek structure with terraced 
garden is elevated behind imposing sand stone feature 
wall with integrated double garage and security entrance 
with video intercom and back-to-base alarm system. 

Set over three levels on over 600sqm, the property has a light 
fi lled aspect, and the heated wet edge pool with frameless 
glass enclosure is tucked into prime position, capturing the sun 
for much of the day. Overall, the layout allows for maximum 
sun in winter - and that has certainly been achieved. This is a 
practical home with Australian feel and International appeal. 
The open plan living and dining areas have a relaxed ambience 
with a clever fusion of construction materials, fi nishes, fi ttings 
and muted colours - all of which exude light, openness and 
warmth. Brush box timber has been used for the fl ooring and 
stairs, while inbuilt cabinetry has been utilised for the ample 
cupboards throughout the home. Use of large windows in all 
rooms ensures ample light and spaciousness, and the clean, 
polished timber theme is integrated throughout the rooms. 
And the natural light is enhanced by subtly positioned halogen 
lights with additional feature spots for your special works of art.

Integral to the design is the way the outside melds with the inside 
of the home. The layout at front and rear truly bring the outside 
in and add to the sanctuary-like feel. The living areas fl ow onto 
the landscaped gardens. Glimpses of greenery can be seen 
from every room and three bedrooms have private balconies.  

4 double bedrooms• 

2 ensuites + master • 

suite & powder room

family room opens to deck• 

vast, open living/dining• 

covered entertaining • 

infi nity line heated pool• 

2 car garaging & storage• 

uplifting district views• 

Northern aspect/light• 

1200 bottle custom • 

wine cellar
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The information contained herein has been obtained from sources we deem reliable. However, we can not guarantee its accuracy and interested parties must rely on their own enquiries.

Exclusive agent

FOR SALE 
by Expressions of Interest

View sat 12:15 - 1pm 
or by appointment

Contact Mark Allan
02 9449 3777
0419 777 500
property@markallan.com.au
www.markallan.com.au

For those who enjoy entertaining, this home features a plethora 
of different areas - both inside and out. The back garden 
lends itself to fun for the kids with a hit of cricket or play on 
the trampoline or cubby house, the front balcony for relaxed 
lunches and parties, or sit and just drink in the district views 
while the pool terrace offers something for everyone, day or 
night. Integrated sound system wired to pool area and rear 
garden so you can pump up the volume! And the central 
location of the elegantly designed timber and marble kitchen 
ensures you won’t miss out on the fun. Away from the open plan 
living / entertaining areas, a number of separate ‘zones’ mean 
you can have your own personal space - from the four generous 
bedrooms, family room, decks or garden areas to the seriously 
irresistible purpose built wine cellar and workshop area. 

The positioning of the house has been designed to capture 
the sunlight and views, in addition to the gentle valley 
breezes. And throughout the house, louvers on windows 
combine with clever use of ceiling fans to maximise 
breeze and light keeping it naturally cool and eco friendly 
fully complimented by R/C Aircon throughout. 

Located in a highly sought-after area, the home is just a couple 
of minutes from Castlecrag ‘village’, with its cosmopolitan 
cafes and restaurants. A safe walk to the bus stop, it is just a 
few to Mosman and you can get to the city in 10. Castlecrag 
is also the gateway to the Middle Harbour lifestyle for the 
boaties and sailors. There is a range of private and public 
schools within a 10km radius. The investment potential on 
offer lies not only with the timing to take advantage of this 
opportunity but is underpinned by the location – Castlecrag 
is unique, highly prized and continues to gain momentum 
as one the most sought after suburbs in Sydney.
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